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Absttac.t 
The purpose of this research was to determine if there was a 
relationship ·between predictive strategies used in �ead4ng and predictive 
st.rategies used in spelling and -.t:o see if iroth coul-d be measured� using 
cloze tests. A secondary purpose-was to see if there was a .relat ionship 
between a spelling s core on a standardized test and a score on a spelling 
cloze test ; a rel�tionship between a reading comprehens ion s core on a 
·t;tandardized: tes t  and a score on a ":l:ead:Lng .ci:oze· ::ta'St; ·a relati.-mtShi:p 
between a standardized sp·elling ;test score and· a score on a spelling word 
selection test ; .a. relationship between a standardized reading comprehension 
test score and a standardized spelling test score ; and a relationship 
between a spelling cloze score and a spelling word select ion test score. 
The reading cloze test, spelling cloze test and the spelling word 
sele�ion test were examiner-designed. The reading cloze test, cons isting 
of forty-nine scored blanks, and the spellfn$·cloze test, consisting of 
eight een nonsense words with one or two-letter b lanks per word, .sought to 
determine if a subject used predictive strategies. The spelling word 
selection test ..consisted of .t:.wenty--£i'l7e groups .o£ .three pseudo words .and 
one nonsense word. The standardiz�d spelling and·reading comprehension 
test scores were taken from the Stanford Achievement Test. 
All tests were administered to a total of eighty-nine students: 
fifty-f ive regular sixth graders, fourteen gif ted sixth graders and 
e leven gifted "fifth grader s "Who -were in the 'Same Teading ciass, and nine 
learning disab led students who were not doing sixth grade work but were 
of sixth grade age. Class placement of subjects was determined by the 
school district. 
The reading cloze test was scored using synonyms as correct answers. 
The spelling cloze test was constructed using spel ling rules and patterns 
but some answers which did not conform to these were also accepted if the 
nonsense word could be pronounced and if it looked l ike a real word. In 
each group in the spelling word selection tes t the nonsense word was the 
only correct answer. All test data (examiner-designed and standardized) 
were analyzed using raw s cores. Resul ts showed a s ignificant linear 
correlation between all relat ionships studied . 
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An informal analysis using averages was used on the tim� and the.score 
from the examiner-designed tests. The examiner kept track o f  the time 
each test was begun and subjects recorded the time each test was completed. 
Class lists were used to break down the regular sixth graders into reading 
groups. The gif ted fifth and sixth graders and the learning disabled 
class were already separate reading groups. The informal data analysis 
showed that on the average, the high reading group of regular s�th graders 
and the gifted fifth and s ixth graders scored higher on all three tests. 
The medium reading group of regular s ixth graders did not do as well and 
the low reading group of regular s ixth graders and the learning disabled 
class scored even lower. The time factor appeared to have little impact 
on scores s ince o ften the poor readers took as much t ime as the better 
ones but still did not do as well. 
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Cbap.ter 1 
Statement of the Problem 
PUrpose 
..The pr..:ima.ry ,purpose ..of this study :was ..to .det-e1rmine the r-elati.enship 
between predictive strategies used in reading and predictive strategies 
U6ed in spelling aad to see if both could be measured using cloze tests. 
A- secondary purpose was -to .:see �f· ·there. -was a ,;elati:on-sh±p '-'between a 
spelling score on a standardized test and a $COie.on.a spelling.cloze 
test; a relationship between a reading comprehension score on a 
standardi�ed test.and ·a score on.a reading cioze test; a relationship 
between a· standardized speliing test score and a score on a spelling word 
selection test; a relationship between a standardized reading comprehension 
_test score and a standardized spelling test score; and a relationship 
between a spelling cloze score ana a sp.el.'ling .wora se"'lection test score.· 
These were the questions posed for research purposes: 
1. Is there a relationship bet�ea� predictive strategies for 
Te8dillg .and spelling? .Do .:the same ::student:s ,who� US£ .p,redi.ctiv.e .readi.ng 
,;t-r-at:egi--es also 't!'Se pred±ctiv.e ::spelling "Sttat"eg:f:es? 
2. Do the students who score high on reading and spelling c loze 
tests .and on a spelling -wb.t:d .sel-ec..t.ian�.tes.t .a.J.so .sco.:t:e.--�gh .Dn .st.andaroized 
reading comprehension and spelling tests? Do the students who score low 
on s tandardized r�ading·comprehension· and· spelling tests also score low 
on reading and spelling cloze tests and on a spelling word selection test? 
1 
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3. Cloze has been shown to accurately measure reading comprehension 
(which.-<lepends -on -p�dicti'On). Is ·:l.t ""PO'SSihle-:for .a ,.spelling -cloz.e t'O 
reliably-measure predictive spelling strategies? 
Need for ·the Study 
-spelling has been a part of most daily.classro.om schedules, however 
t.ftere.::ar.e still111any ·:students .whG spell poor1.y or cannot spell at all. 
Educators have been concerned for a long time over why superior students 
·could he .inferior spellers (Gould, 1976). Absolute non-reader:s "Cannot 
spell, but ther.e are reasonably able readers :who spell -ver;y poorly (Frith, 
1980). Correlations have been established �bowing that few �e��ns :who 
are excellent readers are poor spellers and few, if any, poor readers are 
good spellers (Horn, 1962). 
The English spelling system is usually thought of as highly irregular 
and difficult to master . Many have advocated a spelling reform to aid 
both spelling and reading while others have chosen to teach reading using 
a :simpler system, such as the initial teaching alphabet (i.t . a.). Spelling 
has been called irregular because.there is often very little one-to-one 
correspondence between sounds and letters (Brengelman, 1970). However, 
.this i.s ,only .a .su+fac.e :vj.ew. 
:Recent computerized and 1.ingui-stic analyses conducted by"llanna. Hanna� 
Hodges and Rudorf (1966), Venezky (1967) and N. Chomsky (1970), have shown 
...Xhat 1:here �ar-e .mcn�e-, regular pattern-s -beneath "the -surface --of :phoneme-grapheme 
correspondence. In fact; the relation of conventional English orthography 
to the "SDund structur.e .of l_a.nguage .i.s .closer .1:han .is connnonl-y "assumed. 
N .  Chomsky and Halle (1968) state that the conventional spelling of 
.words reletes more "Cl'OSezy :to tire -under.lyi:ng absJ:r.act ·�v.el .than to .the 
surface phonetic form and is therefore a near optimal system for 
.representing a spoken language. .The±r "'research has highlighted the 
meaning-bearing function of the orthography. 
Young children do not begin to spell with a conscious understanding 
of these sophisticated linguistic 'finaings. 1bey use the most obvious 
�t-.:the".re.la.tionship -between sounds and letters (Zutell. 1978). 
Children are proficient at sounding out words and their spellings often 
seem strange. This is not because the spellings are random or an 
indication of poor auditory pe�eption Dr�iscrimination, but because 
adults, who are very ·knowl-edgeable about Sireliing, ignore some very Teal 
similarities in sounds (Read, 1971). 
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Children do not learn oral language simply through imitation (Zutell, 
1978). Nor is spelling just a memory task (Frith, 1980). Children 
construct their own rule systems which they test and revise depending on 
both the feedback they get from their environment and their own developmental 
patterns. 
This is done f.or -bot,h .oral .language .. and ...speJ l jng� ..Children .praceed 
in this developmental process by first, learning individual isolated 
�ples, second, by develDping a gradual.�areness Df�the xule sy�em, 
and last, by the -format"i-on 'Of a ·hyputhesi:s 'Shown by incorrect use (such 
as overgeneralization). They finish their development by internalizing 
the rule system and cor..rec.t .usage ..and spelling nf the wor,ds. ..Research 
(Beers, 1975; Beers, ·Beers & Grant, 1977; Beers &"Henderson, liJTT; ·zut-ell, 
1979) in young children's spelling errors provides evidence of this rule 
construction-hypothesis testing process in their writing. 
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The use a reader must make of prior knowledge relevant to the material 
being �read is ..also showing ·up. in many.. analyses of .r.ea.ding . .{.Good)nan� 1967, 
·1968; Hochberg, 1970; Kolers, 1970; Smith, 1971, 1973). 
Much of the recent research in spelling suggests a link with psycho­
linguistics and studies in this area have contributed substantially to the 
Jmowledge .,abo11t: .how chil.dr.en learn £ngl:ish .orthograp�y .(Zut:elJ..., 1978). 
Spelling, like reading, involves the interplay between language and 
structure and the linguistic knowledge which the learner brings with him 
{Marino, 1980). 
Goodman "(1'967) .call'S reading a .psycho1.inguistic guessing game and 
says that it involves the interplay between thought and language. He notes 
that efficient reading "does not result from precise perception and 
iaentification of all elements, but from skill in .selectl.ng the fewest, 
most productive cues necessary to produce guesses which are right the first 
time" (p. 127). 
-Smith .(1975) says reading is -impossible without pr-ediction. He 
defines prediction as "the prior -elimination ·of unlik-ely -alternatives" 
(p. 306) and notes that it is only through reading that children learn to 
read. Therefore d-evelopment au:d the .use ;of prediction 'Skills must be a 
continual ''Pl."O.Cess -with children and 'Shoul-d i>.e thought of as an ·important 
part of learning to read. 
Smit:h (1975) also points out that it is not .nee{lssary £,or pr.ediction 
to be taught and that anyone who can comprehend spoken language practices 
prediction. 
Through studies, researchers have found that hypothesizing, or 
prediction, plays an important role in the reading process (Goodman, 1967; 
·Rume1nart.., 1:976; Smith, 1'97£)� 
There have been many studies completed on hypothesis behavior. 
' 
Accordil}g to -Ingalls and Dickerson (1969) hypothesis .theor:i.es help to 
describe behavior on concept-identification tasks. The models used by 
many researchers in this area view problem solution as the result of 
testing in a trial-and-error fashion various predictions or hypotheses. 
An €fficient reader samples just -enough .o'f the text .. 'to -confi.'T:tll :ar 
discard hia predictions or hypo�heses about what is to be read (Gould, 
19Jo). Minimal visual cues are used and the reader supplies as much �s 
-possi-ble. from prior knowledge which allows very skilled readers to read 
rapidly and accurately (Gould, 1976). This would be impossible if ·the 
reader processed letter-by-letter or word-by-word (Kolers, 1970). 
Using. prediction opens .the re'afer to errors but ·Smith ..(1975) says 
that readers who read without eve�making errors are not reading 
efficiently. Mistakes must be made to confirm hypotheses. However, an 
effort must be made to distinguish prediction from reckless guessing. 
This is .. not as har.d .t.o •. d-o . .as it <>eems -s4..nce ·,a ·.-chi l-d· .who r..and<:>ml:y:. guesses 
has no mean�ng·�r sense in his guesses. 
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Like the reader,. t:he speller also has a need for predictive strategies. 
Efficient :spelling reflec:.t:s :.an :awareness :of t:he structure and pattern of 
langua_ge (Marino, 1980). The reader and the speller diff--er, however, i.n 
what is used as the basis for predictions (Gould, 1976). It appears that 
good spellers .woul-rl 'USe ,-redi-eti-on .:st:rateg±-es 'Which ·reflect theiT knowledge 
of the rul�s of frequency and redundancy. 
While the prediction skills involved in the spelling process are 
probably not the same as those used when reading (Gould, 1976; Marino, 
1979), spelling s..till .requires .. probJ..em .SDlv.ing .s.trat:egies. 
Gould (l976)"Jstates that the key in language which allows both the 
reader·and the speller to make accur�te pred�ctions is redundancy. 
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Weaver (1962) has estimated that the English language is 75% redundant and 
any given word or message provides more 'clues than are necessary to process 
it. 
Smith ·(1475� mentions that the ·.gr-eater the number ..of alternatives in 
a ·language, the more time'is required for a decision. Repetieion of 
letters, letter patterns or words in reading or spelling minimizes the 
choices the brain must lllake -when;reading "'r spelling, and hence 'aids fluency. 
Psycholinguists suggest that there are five different types oY 
redundancy in our written lartguage: r. semantic, 2. �yntactic, 
3. graphemic, 4� phonbnic, and 5. .oi.thographic (Gould, 1976). All 'five 
are used in reading but the reader relies mostly on semantic and syntactic 
redundancy. In context, meaning and grammar interact to reduce the 
alternatives thereby speeding up the processing of the text (Gould, 1976). 
Spell-ers :rely 'on the .phonemiC., .g.r.aphemic. :and ..ottho.gr.aphic redundancies 
in language. As experience is ga:i:ned in language, -semantic relati"mmft;Lps 
grow stronger and redundancies of meaning serve as aids to spelling 
prediction (Gould, 1976)� 
In an· informal study comp�eted by Marino '(1980) ·us±ng a -penc1.1-and­
paper version of Word Mastermind with two groups of sixth graders, it was 
found-that while--etfective responses did not· distingui,sh ,the good from 
the poor spellers, the pattern of written responses differed. The poor 
spellers in the study were not operating with a well defined set of 
prediction strategies. This was il:lustrated by their ··unsyst-ematic gpp1:oach. 
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In the Marino study (1980) good spellers attempted to reduce the 
I 
nmnber of a1.ternatives 'by testing the·inost likely letters. PoOT -spellers 
tended to eliminate only isolated words . "The findings were supported by 
t 
research (Marino, 1979; Wallach, 1963) which suggested that good spellers' 
knowledge of graphemic information is superior to than of poor spellers. 
l'b.e use ·of prediction in reading tr-anslates well bo being -t:ested by 
the cloze format . The cloze procedure was ·first �ntToduced as an alternative 
to the use of readability formulas by Taylor (1953). Since then, cloze 
has been used to measure readability, reading .comprehensio14 learning, 
information, redunaam:y, thinking, 'numerous language· vaTiable�, "teaching, 
aptitude, readiness, listening, flexibility and context .clues (Rankin, 
1974). According to Smith (�978}, comprehension depends on .prediction . 
He says that "'prediction is asking questions--and comprehension is ge-tt±ng 
these questions answered" (p. 58). 
Gloze tests have been shown to be a valid measure or comprehension 
(Bormuth, .1968, 1969a; �kin & .Culhane, 19h9, cited in Bickley, Ellington 
& ·Bickley, J.97.0)... Howev.er, ..there .does nat appear to .be Jll.UCh .research on 
the use of cloze testing in the area of spelling. 
Gould (1976) describes . .ci.oze pr,ocedure as a valuable tool. .t.D.be used 
in spelling prediction. She �-ecommends "'USing cloze· in -a ·reading and 
spelling lesson together and suggests that the children first be encouraged 
to pr.edict a .missing w.or.d .f:r,om .se!'Ulntic .or syntactic clues and then pre.dict 
the ·spelling. of that word . 
GreathoJJS�, and Neal (1976) state, that th� rationale underlying letter 
cloze precedure as applied to spelling is based on the same prin,ciples 
which underlie the original· cloze procedure but in letter cloze the 
1'!'edictive ·aspeets oi .the 'runt:ext are 'found ·:tn -spel1:i.ng vpat�eTn ·"''.elcttionships. 
Although it is not called a cloze procedure, C •. Chomsky {1970). 
,r-econunends a spelling �xercise for .cl).ildr.en which lea:yes .out .a �f�uced 
-vowel i e. g. t tlem_::_'CTati:c). Students (\�"'aske'd to ·f:ill in ·:the ··mh�singc 
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letter and then to justify their cQoice b� thinking of a relat�d !ord that 
retains the same vowel quality (e.g. , democrac�). Once they have related 
the MDrds by noting .the similar spelling patterns but differe�t _pronunciation, 
·th�y should have no trouble spelling either word co�r�ctly. 
It has been shown �hat reading and spelling are both linked to 
prediction since both require,problem,solving strategies. Since cloze has 
p.r.DlT.en xo .he .a .r.e.l.iap� .:test,.:of :+eading .-comP,rehensi>On {which depends Dn , 
prediction) would it also prove :to be .?, re].iable test of predictive 
' -
spelling ability? ��o�ld a stude�t whq psed predictive strategies a�d 4�� 
well on a reading clo�e test .also exhib�t those same strategies, but in a 
different form, on a spelling cloze test? Woul� Fhat same student also �se 
the language cue� imbedded in a word and do well pn,the spe�ling wo�d 
selection test?"' Would a high score on a standardized tesJ; .ofJ.readin� 
comprehensio�nd spelling a;so indicate ·a high score on the reading and 
s.pelling cloze? How about those students who did ·poorly on standardized 
tests.of reading comprehension and spelling? Would their performance also 
be poor on the "I"ea'ding .and ·spell"ing ·cluze and :the ·spelling word .selection 
test? 
·Research .Design 
In an attempt to provipe answe:r:s to these question�.' thfee r�s�archer-
designed test instruments and the scores in reading �omprehension and 
spelling from the Stanford Achievement Test fo� May, 1984, were used. 
The ,reading cloz��.t.est ·Mas based on material. t.:ake.n from a .s]i.xdth grade text 
currently not in use in the school district. A Dale-Chall reada�ility 
formula was performed and the level was 6.1. The spelling cloze was 
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constructed using nonsense words, with letters deleted in specified areas 
based on spelling rules and patterns, and were taken from Burmeister (1975), 
Durkin (1981) and Wilson and Hall (1984). For example, the second letter 
of a blend was left blank or the middle letter between two consonants in 
a three letter word was left blank. The subject was responsible for 
filling in the letters that made the nonsense word look and sound like a 
real word. In some cases, more than one letter was a correct answer. 
The spelling word selection was based on the premise that spelling is 
sometimes a rapid decision making process and the choice among alternatives 
is based on the cues imbedded in the structure of the language (Wallace, 
Klein & Schneider, 1968). Non-words and nonsense words were used. The 
subject was presented with three non-words and one nonsense word in each 
group. Only the nonsense word followed spelling rules and patterns. He 
was then asked to circle the word he felt most resembled and sounded like 
a real word. ·The correct answers were the nonsense words and were taken 
from the word attack test section in the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, 
1 
Form A. ( 
/ 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined in this section: 
Prediction: Sometimes called hypothesis testing or guessin�, it is 
the use that a reader must make of prior knowledge relevant to the 
material to be read. When using prediction, the reader samples just enough 
of the t�t to confirm or discard his hypotheses by using his experience 
with reading and knowledge of the subject matter (Smith, 1975). 
Letter Frequency: How often a letter appears in a word (e.g., 
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there ar-e not three -e' s tog-ether in .a 1:"0u!:" l:e.t:t-er word) {Marino� ·1980). 
Letter Environment: This refers to the letter� w�thin a word 
(e. g,, TUVWE, RJMPE, and ABCDE are all letter combinations and theW, J ,  
and C would rarely appear in those.en�iTo�ents) (Marino, 1980). 
Pattern Frequency� This denot� �-ett:ers that .ar-e COllllllOl;lly .found 
together (e.g. , ARE, OKE, ICE, BLE) (Ma+ino, 1980). 
Limitations �f the Study 
The -.subj-ects for this study were 'from a miadle-cJ.ass .suburban 
" ,, 
elementary scbpol in Western New York State and were limited to regular 
sixth graders, gifted fiftn and sixth graders�who were in the same reading 
class, and learning·disabled studentsvho were of sixth �e age but 
not doing sixth grade work. Class placement of the subjects was 
determined QY the school district. No attempt was made to control for 
reading level, IQ, sex or spelling level. 
Three of the test instruments were examiner-designed and were thus 
not standardized. It is possible other results could have been obtained 
by using standardized tests. The spelling cloze was especially difficult 
��onstruct. ':Since nonsense 'llfm:ds 41t1.er.e .used.., �..many ,.of .:tile ;;anSTJerJ> .g,iv.en 
'by the eubjects were able to be pronounced ev-en .though they· aia not -a1.ways 
follow the spelling rule or pattern used to construct the word. During 
scoring, .synenynu; •. .wer-e accept-ed as answe'rS f1lr -the !:"eading eloze t..est and 
nonsense words that could be pronounced and looked like a real word were 
�so accepted.as answers in the spelling�oze test even though they Aid 
not conform to accepted spelling rules or patterns. 
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Summary 
The pttrpose of thii; study was .to �e :t:he Telat:ionslQ..P .hetween 
predictive strategies as measured by the scores on readin·g and spelling 
cloze tests. Also to be determined was the relationship between 
standardized spelling and readin� comprehension test scores and the three 
.examiner-.des1:gned tests. The-"·-results ::investj:�ated -whether :the ·subjec;s 
who scored high or low on s.tandardized reading coml?rehension and spelling 
tests would also score the same on spelling.and r�a4ing cloz� t�sts, thus 
indicating whether predic�ive strat�ies in reading and.�pelling were 
qtilized. The score on a spe�ling word sele�ti�n test,would be used �o 
indicate if the subject was qble to use th� language cues imbeqd�d in a 
word to help.him select the correct one. 
( 
,Chapter ll 
Review of the Literature 
. Purpose 
The purpose of thi-s -study was io .det-ermine if a relationship .existed 
between predictive strategies used in reading and predictive strategies 
used· .in spelling and 'to see if botn could be 'measured using -cloze tests. 
'i'h±s -study also sought "to tiiscoveT any ,.-el.ationship ::between .a· spelling 
score on a standar�ized Lest.and a score on a spelling cioze test; a 
relationship between a reading comprehension score on a standardized test 
and a score �n a reading cloze test� a relationship between a standardized 
spelling test score and a score on a spelling'word selection test; a 
relationship between a standardized readi�g comprehension test score and 
a standardized spelling test score; and a relationship between a spelling 
cloze score·and a spelling·word selecti�n test score. 
The review of the literature covered in this chapter is organized as 
follows: psycholinguistics, reading and spel·ling; prediction, reading 
and· .spelling; clo� -procedure, reading and "�pelling; ..and .cl.oze JliDcedur-e 
-and -prediction. 
Psycholin�uistics and Reading apd Spelling 
� Psycho-linguistics .has .been defined .as "'the ·sc:i:entif;ic study of the 
un�uely human skills of languag� learning and us�" (Smith, 1973, p.v. , 
cited in Z,u�ell, 1978). ·zutel� notes .that· psychol±nguistics has aided 
in the development of proc�ps models and analytic tools in reading. 
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One such model is presented by Pearson (1976) who states that reading 
occurs when syntactic, semantic associat-ional .and gr;aphophorieni c 
information are used together. 
Recent research in psycholinguiStics has stressed a cognitive 
approach rather than a linguistic one (Smith, 1973). As a resuit, the 
�sy�holingu�stic field baa f�cused�more-at�ention on reading. The 
emphasis on a cognitive aspect has been stressed by Noam Chomsky and the 
school of generative transformational linguistics. According to Smith, N. 
Chomsky and others have shown :the di-fference ·between two aspects '()f 
language: the surface structure� which .are ·tbe··souna-·waves tbat pass 
through the air in speech or the 'ink marks that appear on-paper'in 
writing, and the deep·struetnre� whichis �he underlying meaning. 
Syntax, the rules that organize words into sentences,'is needed 
for understanding because meaning is not represented in the surface 
structure, and provides the bridge between the surface and deep structure. 
:Smith (1:91:3} st�es that psycholinguisfics has .made ..two:maj:Cir 
contributions to -reading; First, reading 'is nut 'Primarily a ·visual 
process because information comes from the printed page and the brain. 
Second; there is a ·l'i.mit '1:'o ·the· amount •of inf'Ormation· .the eye ,can ·process .• 
Goodman. (1967) terms -reading a psycho�inguistic .gUessing game �d 
says that the reader brings to his reading the sum total df tiis experience 
.:and his language and thought :develupment. ·Gou-1<:1 -(l9f.6)Magr.ees .with 
Goodman, who .states that reading is a selective process and that the 
reader does not use every bit of information from the printed page. 
Gould·says that 'to read efficiently a good reader employs a hypothesis 
..testing . .  S.tr.aJ:egy which allows the reader to use what he need's .from the 
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page and his brain, and discard the �est. This would be imposstble if 
the,.rea,der :processed letter-:by-l:etter ur :wora-by-word {Kolers.., 1970). 
'KoJers adds that a skilled r�ader does more than iaentify letters 
or t�anslate them into sounds or recognize word structure but instead 
t�eats words as symbols and uses them.for their·meanings and relations 
t-o :oJ:her symbols,. -Goodman ;,(l9.6J} .calls J:his .�lec..t.ing ... the fewesJ: ... •;mosJ: 
produ.ctive cues necessary t.o· produce guesses that are right the first 
time . 
Psycholinguisti.c r�s.ea+ch indicates, . .thqt skil.led ·.readers make 
111inimal use of .. the graphic symbols on 'the -page when readi.ng COIItretted 
prose (Gave, 1976). A study by ·smith and }{olmes (197'1) states that 
identification: of letters is not a necessary preliminary to'word 
identification and thpt ident�fication of words is not a prerequisite 
for comprehension, 
Gave (l976) ag+ees and states that the purpose of �ord identification 
.is comprehension, not the .abilig J:o .ide.tt.tif_y wards ..on ..a .page. .In a 
-st;udy ·by Johnson (19-75-), ..subjects could identify . .a ..word ..faster .J:han ..they 
could identify even uhe first letter of a word . 
-by-le'tl:Jrr was supported in a stuqy by .Kol:ers cmd·,i<a:tzman {1966) '·thfl.t: 
pres'ented college students with six letter·wQrps that appe�red one letter 
at a .time. ResulJ:s snowed ..tba.t .when .the.,le.tters were .p�J:ed . ..rapidly 
the '"Stlbje�ts identifi�d ·woJ;ds better than. individu!il l-ett-er-s. ,When 
� letters were shown at a slow�r pace the subjects were able to 
iqentify letters better than the �ords they spelled. 
This studY. h&s some bearing An .short-term memory·since Smith (1971, 
liS 
inefficient reader who attempts to:sound out words letter-by-letter dr 
Fead· wor.d.::.by-wor.a risks .. ove-r,taxing ..its aapacity. 
Short-term memory can process four or five letters and'hold them 
forra short time. However, if atfert ion is tfirned to more letters or 
another word, the previous .informatidn is-gone. 
Smith C1978) -emphasizes tha1: ".c.cmpr.ebens:ton ;gets ..lost in . .t.he 
bottleneck of short-tetm metnory the mOiheflt,"we worry about getting 
individual words right, or become aftaid that we might miss a'significant 
detail" (p. 391·· Instead of slowing .down, -r-eaders should .Speed up and 
·aim for general meaning. 
Children who are'encouraged to use syntactic and semantic 
.information .t.o� aid ·compreliension ·will beeame -m&:re aware·.of the rionvisual 
aspects of reading and' will ·ndt feel they have to process· each pieceiof 
visual information they read (Tovey, 1976). 
Much:of the recent research in psycholinguistics and·r�ading has 
contrd.buted .to ·the knowledge .about how Chilllren learn to ·•Spell (Zatell, 
i:97£)• 'Marino (1980) says '"that ·s-pelling, like �ther·,psycholinguistic 
processes, involves the interplay between the structure of language 
.an'd. tlie .linguistic -lutowl'ellge �hi.i!h the learner �r:i.ngs ·.to that st1ructure. 
reading difficulties were often blamed on this irregularity. However, 
because of· clle work·completed ·by •N. Chomsky .. and Halle. .{ .. .1968� . showing 
that Engl1sh orghography is a near optimaL system�foy representin�a 
spbken lahgua'ge, this is no longer so. • l 
l'heir work stated that orthographic structure corresponds to a 
psychologically abstract ievel called "lexical rep�.esentation" which 
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prediction of .a word in various contex�s. This th�ory says that wprds 
similar ·.iD. nean±ng. are :sp,elled .similarly. Superficial tliff-er�llO!=!S ;in 
·pronunciation pre nandled by applying intuitive phonplog�cal rules. 
·Ther�fore, an English speaker does not have' to store .every vocabula�x 
item in h;i.s ·lexicon (dictionary-in-the-head) since many words do not 
have .a .sep.ara.t.e .entry but are-�J.-v.ed :from ..a ..single .:lexical itera 
(e. g. , elevation and elevator de'Q.ve from. elevate) .. 
C. Chomsky (1970) agrees that spelling relationships make.more 
sense, wheq used .with .meaning in· min4.., ansl .that the oornrentional spelling 
of words corresp,onas .lllore, c1.ose1.y t.o tne 'PSY.Cbo1.ogi48l'ly ab's'l:ract, level 
than to the sur�ao·e 'phoMtic fopq (ew"g. , me�icine does not ;show close 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence hut retains ·a deep st.r.uctur.e.similarit.y 
to medicate). Thes-e underlyip.g r.epresentations -can ·be· used for ;:-eading 
and spell-ing. 
Venezky' s. (1967) view of orthography d_iffers. H� sta,.tes ,a. child 
should .al-so leat;rr the.,� graphemic and mo�phpphonemic features of. th� words. 
<Gr-aphemic features a�e aceeptable letter -eom.binatiQns .(BFHLW-,is no.t. 
.acceptable) a�d letter markers which affect the pronunciation of other 
l�ters· (/a/ in -bo�t}. Morphophonemic features indica-te that meaning 
�l�entSi in words .are 'Pronounced 'Q�i"'\g thp"'t' t>honeylic boundaries. 'Such 
as .bomb in bomb'er, bombard and bo�p�adier. 
Venezky' s .-r.esea,r..ch .was .ha!;!.ed on .earlier �ti<. by .Erancis .(1.9..58} 
whi-ch said that .a "morphographi-c�' relationship was :continued i-n words 
like marine and mariner even though the �poken forms were _phonetically 
different. , 
N. Ch�ky and Ealle's (1-96&) view on spelli�z ,ope�ates on an 
-�b:st:rnct "level�. s.treS&ing. ·tne �;i.ng-.b�ar,ing :::fnpi:;,.t:iOit :of-:-orthography. 
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Frith (1980) terms it a formal linguistic description. Francis (1958) 
.and :Venezky (1967) put more of �n -emphasis on the sur.face features of 
words. Research has shown that both of these views are used by children 
in their spelling strategies but that they use them at different stages 
in their spelling development . 
.Read .{19.]�) ,showed :that. childrenf s. sp�ling .erl:Dr.s are noj: :really 
errors but rather steps in their development as effi�ient spellers. 
Other studies have shown the use of a letter-name strategy in young 
"Children (Beers, 1975; Beers, Beers --lit Grant, 1977; ·Beers & Henderson, 
' 
1977; Zutel.L, 1976) and confirmed the progressive development ai short 
and long vowel spelling strategies (Beers, 1975; Beers & Henderson, 
1977). 
Research has also shown the existence of progressive changes in the 
spelling of the past tense marker (Beers & Henderson, 1977), shown similar 
developmental patterns in the spellings of consonant doubling and 
deri:v:atjonall-y .related lALOid.s.,· .and xeported a .. significant con:-el.ation 
b-etween the level of 'Spel-ling s'trategy and cognitive development 
(Zutell, 1976). 
J:.earning to ·spell .dees noi: happen hy habi:t: ·aml "Practice but involN.es 
:the formulation and testing· of rules :and strat:egie.s ('Zutell, 1978). 
Reading and spelling both exhibit signs of a complicated information 
processing -system. They -.share ·-some >Characteristics but ..are no �anger 
thought to be reciprocal' (Gould, 1976; Smith, 1972). 
Frith (1980) points out that in the past, some teachers taught 
only spell�ng and thought that their pupils would automatically be able 
to read. Today, the reverse can be seen. Teachers teach reading and 
·assume ·tha't s-pe'lling 'Will f'ol�low ·naturaTl:y. However, i.I theT.e 'T.:eally 
is such a close relationship between reading and writing a wor.Q 
correctiy, people who are good r-eaders but ,poor speller-s snould not 
exist (Frith, 1980). 
There are radical differences between the skills and knowledge 
used in reading and writing (Smith, 1972). Henderson (1981) says 
s.pelling ·-seems to ·be more demanding .than r-ead;Lng· in the osense that 
mistakes can be made in reading and go unnoticed whereas in spelling 
they are picked up immediately. 
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Psycholinguisti.c research has helped to .explain the relationship 
between spelling and reading {Gould, 1976). While the reader uses 
hypothesis testing the speller uses redundancy. According to Weaver 
(�962) ,the Eng1:ish language i.s 75% xedundant and . .this llelps the speller 
and reader because any given word gives more clues than are needed to 
process it. 
Psycholinguists say there are five different types of redundancy: 
1� -semantic, 2. syntactic, 3� graphemic., .4. ·.phonemic� ..and 5. 
·orthographic �-Gould, 1976). 'Recrders rely mostly on semantic and 
syntactic redundancy because in context, meaning and grammar .reduce 
.alterna.tives. Spellers rely on phonemic, gra-phemi"C -anrl ·orthographic 
redundancies. Experience ·:strengthens semantic relationships and 
redundancies of meaning can be used as aids to spelling prediction. 
Katz (1977) states that the·-per.ception of a singl-e word, nonwor-d 
or nonsense word is strongly affected by the redundancy of orthography. 
Redundancy in a single isolated word can occur in letter features, 
word length, word shape, letter case; morphological regularities and 
inte.rletter .J:xansitions. Ka.tz 's. s:tudy .investigateo one form of intraword 
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orthographic redundancy (the cliaracteristic asymmetric spatial 
• distributicns ..of letters of ,the .alphabet acr.oss serial . .positions .within 
words). 
. 
Subjects were adults and fifth graders and results showed that 
adults and good fifth grade readers demonstrated a sensitivity to 
letter positional distributions. .Fifth .graders .who. were 'poor readers 
did not demonstrate such a sensitivity. 
Prediction and R�ading and Spelling 
, ... ! " "' 
Recent analyse� of �eading emphasize ��e im.por�ance of the use of 
-· 
prior knowledg� (Goodman, 1Q67, 1968; Hochberg, 1970; Kolers, 1970; 
-· 
Smith, 1971, 1973). Prediction, so�etimeq called hypothesiz�ng or 
• 
guessing, is based on this. prior knowledge which is i.nside a ..reader'.s 
head, and is crucial to reading �Smith, 1975). 
There is no need to teach predic�ion since Smith (1978) calla it a 
natural process and a part of living which is used in all daily 
activiti�s. In reading, cqmprehension depends upon prediction since 
prediction asks the questions and comprehension prqvides the answer. 
Smith (1975) cites four reasons why the use of prediction is 
important to ..the r.eader: .·1. Indivi-dual �o:r<is :have >t:oo '-many -:meBl.}ing.s; 
.2. .The spelling of words do not .indicate. ho� they -�hould be pronounced.; 
3. The brain can only process � fertain amoun� of visual information 
-while rea?ing; an9 4. Th,e capa�ity ·of shor�-te.TI!;). ·mey�.ory �'is �im?-ted. 
Redundancy is also si�nificant as an aid to helping prediction in 
·reading ,by or�duc:i.ng tae . .au.ll!ber .of alternatives since t.her.e :(.s more 
information available to the reader than he needs (Smith, 1975). 
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Statistical analyses Qf English words show _th�t the average number 
·of alternatives available to a J:ett�r i.s not twenty-s·ix· imt eight (Smith, 
1'978)-1 Sometimes there is more but often thefe are .none1 ·Smith says 
that "every other letter can be obliterated from many passages of English 
' '  
.te�t without affecting .comprehension at all" (p. 26)..,. 
Redundancy can be either .interword �the abili.ty to use sentence 
context) or intraword (the ability to use orthographic structure) 
. 
(Bie�iller, 1977/1978): Interword redundancy allows a word in a sentence ) 
to be guessed wi1;1J. better than ,chan�e accuracy because of .th� .semantic 
-and ..syntactic ·censtr�.:ints :Used by ':t:he �.or� ..a-r.ound 4.t. Intraword 
redundancy points out that a letter in a worg is highly predictable 
because of its 2ositi6n in that word and �ha letters around it (_Gooqman, 
1967 .. ; Smith.- .1.971). 
Prediction, defined by Smith (1975) as ,the prior elimination of . ' 
unlikely alternatives, is not accom?lished without error. However, the 
errors are desirable because readers who never mak� mistakes are not 
.reading efficiently.. Prediction, though, must be separated 'from .wild 
guessing. These errors can be �a�ifY distinguished because a reader 
who gqesses randomly has no sense or meaning to his guesses. 
In a 196 7 study, 'Goodman exa:min�d the ura1. Teaa�ng ·nrl:scues of 
students and found that readers tended to use gu�ssing �tr.ategies.;in .a 
skillful way by taking syntactic.and semantic cues int;Q.considera.tion.  
··Hypotheses about ·the text .can also be ..tested hy us:f,.ng :.an interactive 
reading process where mature read�rs draw on their semantic, syntactic, 
, . 
. orthographic and ·lexl:c.al knowtedge :(Rumelhart, '1"976, c.iteo 1n "'Nendak� 
1983) . •  
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'Prior knowledge of language also enables reader; 'to eliminate many 
unlikely alternatives in advance (Smith, 1975 ). In this way chiloren 
can predict what they have not seen by the time they reach schoo1 because 
they liave the colllllland of an oral language and use complex syntac'tical 
; 
patterns (Loban, 1963; Smith, Goodman, Meredith, 1970·, cited in Tovey, 
1976) . 
Proof of prior knowledge was" shown in"Tulving and Gold's (19.63) 
study which showed that words presenteo tachistoscopically in the 
context of a meaningful sentence ha� lower recognition compared to words 
presented in anomalous contexts or in isolation. 
( .. .. ) . Studies by Weber (1970) and Biemiller (197�) show that from the 
beginning of reading instruction', chilClren choose to use �ome form of 
prediction strategy. j They seem to prefer processing reading in larger 
chunks than letter-by-lette� or word-by-word. Chunking ailows short-term 
meinory to be more efficient (e. g., the word horse is easier· to hold in 
short-term memory than the same number of unrelated letters). 
Carver and Darby (1971) indicate that previous research has 
suggested potential advantages for chunking in measuring comprehension 
in reading and listening. 
Although the process of prediction is logical to skilled readers, 
Mendak (1983) points out that it may not seem that way to poor readers. 
Any form of'.hypothesizing has'only a chance of being correct and 
experience has shown that remedial students are unwilling to take risks. 
Biemiller (1970) .  and Weber (1970) .  studied first graders' oral 
reading errofs. Weber found' that beginning readers use g�ammar knowledge 
� 
to narrow down words that compete for a given sentence slot. Good 
readers were sensitive to sentence context and corrected_incorrect 
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responses. Poor readers were fearful of making mistakes and when they 
did .make"them they were unable to �orrect their grammatical errors . 
"BiemiTler "found .that most of .tbe errors made. ·by poor .readers were 
contextually constrained but most of the errors made by good readers 
were non-responses. He concluded a non-response was not an error since 
it indicated an awareness between the spoken and written word . 
Since prediction is a part of being human , there have been many 
studies completed on hypothesis behavior . Hypotheses-testing models 
allow the way learning proceeds to be, .examined rather .than focusing on 
the mo.re -common .ques.t.ion -of ">:bow .mucll has �im -1-ear�d (.Shapson , 1977 ) . 
Ingalls and Dickerson (1969) state that hypothesis theories help 
to describe behavior on concept-identification tasks . 'Models used in 
this area view p.roblem solving as .the result of testing in a ·trial-and-
error way various predictions or hypotheses . When the subject finds the 
correct hypotheses , after appropriate feedback, he continues to use it . 
If no indication is given whether an answer is right or wrong , the same 
hypothesis is retained for use in the next trial (Levine� �966) . 
Samuels, Dahl and Archwamety ' s  (1974)  research used a partial model 
of word recognition for hypothesis /test training on reading .skill and 
Stlggested that recngni.tion speed ·is partly det-erm:ined-';by the amount of 
visuaL information from the �arget word. The less visual informat±on 
. \ 
required the faster the recognition . Predictions based on this model 
... 
suggest .that skilled :reader.s have better word recognition due to 
superior word processing strategies . 
:Bet.ter ·readers were found to be more .accurate when using context 
'l 
and less dependent on visual information when identifying the target 
�.word '(Begy :-t, .:Sa.ID.l1els , :L974, .ci..t:ed ;in Samuel'S .et .aL. ) .  ·They ·:were. also 
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better· �ble t� identify individual �efters to help � ·�ecogni�ion and 
.IM/!!.X.e .mare ..willing .to ..al.t:.er an .. .inccr.r.ect identif icati.on of ..a tar.get: .w.ord .. 
Results from this study showed that hypothesis/test training produces 
significantly superior word recogriitiorr and comprehension. 
Spellers · also make use ·of hypothesis test±ng but the reader .and 
writer aiffer in what is used . .as ,;the <basis h>r ...the .pr.ed.ict.ions {Gotild, 
!976 ; Marino , 1979) . 
In inf.ormal xrials with ten read ing graduate students ..and fifteen 
.cJ assroom .teachers .. (�uld., 19-70.) �70 percent of the -subjects agreed on 
the. spelling of a nonsense word . Although none could ·explain the reason 
for their choice , some said they based it on their previous knowledge of 
a ·real word that· resembled the nonsense word. 
Wallace, Klein ··and ·Schneider (1968) conclude that' spelling is a rapid 
decision making process with choice amon{ alternatives determined by cues 
imbedded in language structure . Confronted with a choice between two 
:al.terna:te -word •sp-e11:ings , a speller ,may use a knowledg'e of sequem:ial 
probabilities of given leti:er combinations . Their -study asked good ana 
poor spellers to choose a nonsense word that most resemble� a rear English 
wo'rd. 'Resul ts supported .the hy:pothesis that good speUers ·v.ouid ·:p.erfOilll 
.signi ficantly better .than .poor ·-s.pell-ers . 
Wallach (1963) investigated the speed of perceptual recognition of 
approximations to En$lish warda b� �ood ·and poor spellers·�nd round good 
spellers capable of recognizing reasonable approximations· ·to Engl1'sn more 
readily. J:han . ..pocr .spellers . 
Hanna , HOdges and Hanna (1971) have stated tl\at efficient spelling 
ref 1-ect s an· :awa%:eness or-ihe .  :st:ru:d:ure-and.· pa:tt:enr'::of :l:anguage . 
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Marino (1980) infers that good spellers use prediction strategies 
and that these reflect a knowl�dge of ·f�guency and ?edundancy rul�s . 
She theorized that the guesses of poor spellers would be more haphazard . 
An informal study using a pencil-and-paper version of Word Mastermind was 
administered to s ixth graders and results showed that poor .. s pellers did 
-not uperate with a well -defined -set :Df predi:c:tion -strat-egies .while :good 
spellers did . 
The Marino study showed that as a group good spellers seemed to be 
awar€ of �etter frequencies (the fact that some letters appear more often 
than ·other.s ) while poor spellers were not . Good spellers .also .selected 
common letter patterns but poor spellers did not seem to be aware of 
.pattern frequency and .chose .improbable combinations . ..Envir.onmen.t:al 
constraints were familiar to good Bpellers and they knew that some 
letters frequent certain environments .  Poor spellers put any letters 
together . 
Marino cqncludes· that there .i:s some �tidence t·hat an ..awax:ene.ss .JJf 
.sequentia1. dependenc-:i:'es --is d-evelopmental and·-t:hat -poor -spei:lers find it 
·difficult· to use the ort-hographic constra·int of lett:er environment but 
nave. less difficulty preserving spe1.1ing patterns '(e.g_. , ·.t:he final s ilent 
e in navigate) . 
In a 19 79 study , Marino explored the relationship between children' s 
·use of three kinds ·of lingui-stic i.nforma:tiun :in 'Spell':ing..,_ ·grade in .::scho.ol 
and grouping by reading and spelling ability . Her 'research supported the 
� �  
donclusions that spelling errors yield clues to spelling processing 
strategies and that to view errors as reflections of a psycholinguistic 
..pr.o.c.ess .the acts . .J:lf_reading . .and s.p.el l j ng . ..had .J:o .he .r.elat.ed ;.t.o �uage 
-acquisition . 
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Results of the study revealed significant differences between 
linguistic levels and supported the hypothesis .that "Phonetic , graphemic 
and morphophonemic cue systems are meanirigfu� levels of p rocessing for 
young spellers . The phonetic level remained salient to some as late as 
the fourth grade, while ne�ther grade nor group effects were found for 
the graphemic level . Qf the three cue �ystems , the morphophonemic 
appears to be the least accessible· to spellers . 
Cloze Procedure and Reading and spelling 
'In 1953, "Taylor introduced the cloze procedure as an alternate to 
the use of readability formulas. -Since then, cloze has been used to 
measure ability in many areas of reading (Rankin, 1974) and has been 
shown to be a valid measure of comprehension (Bormuth, 1969b ; Rankin & 
Culhane, 1969) . After reviewing the research on the use of cloze tests 
for individual reading comprehension, Bormuth concluded that scores on 
cloze tests correlated well with standard-ized comprehension tests 
{Bormuth� 1969a) . 
Taylor ·(1953) used .exact replacement of the original word and 
subsequently upheld his original design by noting that there was no 
..aduantage in . .s.cox.ing ..synonyms.. .Row.ev.e.r., Jauddell -:{l9.64) .fDund .thaJ: .claze 
tests -scorea by the exact replacement method and by using -synon}'l!ls to be 
about the same in reliability and validity . Mendak (1983)  adds that in 
judging correctness of a response , .accept:'ing, .-synonyms and any logical 
reply is a positive reinforcement of the guessing process . 
Guilford (l:96J) has Li:st.ed t:he f.ollowing .div.ergent thinking 
abilities which are liable to affect cioze performance: associational 
fluency (the. abH.ity to rapi-d:ly -make. symmyms ·for ·a _given word}; 
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expressional fluency (the ability to �enerate �entences given the 
£l.rs.t J..-e.tter 4>f ·each worn) . .and ;f�EXibili-ty '(.the .ability. :to :generate 
potential completions in a variety of categories) .  Bryne , Feldhusen 
and ' Kane (1971) add that verbal intelligence may also have an effect on 
cloze performance. 
The patterns ··of nQn-prespecified· 'responses Qn a written and -oral 
cloze test given to above averag€4 average and below average readers were 
analyzed by �umarkin (1981) . Results showed that all three groups showed 
different -read:i.ng ·strategies "that 'Teflecterl·ctheir varying ai:>i:iit±es on a 
written cloze test. 
Research using a spelling cloze technique as a test appears to be 
scarce and it i.s usually described as an instructional tool . Gould 
(1976) describes cloze procedure as a valuable tool to be used in 
spelling prediction. In an article on instructional applications of 
spelling cloze, Thomas (1978) uses it as an aid to phonic generalizations, 
in digraphs or any ·other phonic element, leaving the fi.r.st two letters of 
the d�graph as a clue. 
Greathouse and Neal (1976)  note that the rationale underlying letter 
cl� .,pro.cedure as a,Rp'l'ied tO' .spelli.J+g is . based on the: ·same principles 
which are used ·in reading -cloze. However., ·-in l1rtter :d:nze the ·predi'Ctive 
aspects of the context are found in spelling pattern relationships . By 
deleting l-etters . .  systematically in . ...a . .word., ..p;r;actice is given ·.in -letter 
sequence identification and knowledge of spelling patterns .is increased. 
Letter cloze a,ppears to be useful, especiall.y wi.th -chii� -who ·have 
difficulty finding and internalizing structure in spelling patterns. 
Although it is not called a cloze procedure , C .  Chomsky (1970) 
recommends a -spelling ,exer.cise leaving out .a reduced vowel ( e . g . ,  
.dem··crati-c ) .  :'i'he··mssi.ng 'tetter ""rs '·"f"i.B;ed .,i.n and the thoi:ce":-:must ire 
j ustified by producing a related word that has the same vowel quality 
(e . g . , democracy) . Even though they do not exhibit a close grapheme/ 
·phoneme corr�spondence , words .like xhese are .able to. maintain their deep 
-structnre similarities and these underlying Tepresetltations can be of 
use to the Teader and speller . 
Even though the Tesearch in recent years on the .claze procedure has 
heen extensively reported., .Bortnick .and .l..ppardo ,£1.9J.3) .4U:ate :t:ha:t. .c.lo.ze 
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is still not visib le enough in the classroom . Cloz e can be used as ·.a c.lass 
procedure with language redundancy within the passage acting aa �lues for 
the reader . Unacceptable responses can be eliminated using �rediction . 
Cloze Procedure and Prediction 
An often cited obj ective of cloze procedure used in instruction is 
..to . .  .hel:p .students ·refine their· pr�dict:i-on skills {Dahl & ,Samuels , 1977 ) . 
·However , if pred±ction i.s tbe goal of cloze instruction it is .unfair to 
expect the child to practice on unpredictable materials· (Marino , 1981) . 
�ted words .should. ·be .predictable and .reUrt:ed .to :purposes for 
inst'l:uction. 
Cloze helps students to learn to use prediction or confirmation 
-strategies :during · r eading by using· "'theiT knowledge uf syntax ,  J>honi.cs 
and word meanings (Schoenf eld , 1980) . Deleted material for the purpose 
of prediction can be individual letters. ,  parts of words , entire words , 
phrases , clauses, portions of sentences or entir e sentences (Valmont , 
19831� .All .of .these-.Jieletion pat.1i-er.ns r-equire t:he reader 4::o use 
1ii'fferent ·thinking <md performance b ehaviors . 
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Summary 
'This .chapter .has .focused on some of ·the research concerning the 
role of psycholinguistics in reading and �pelling . It has a�so disc�ssed 
the part played by prediction in these areas and how the cloze procedure 
�an be used ·to aid predictive strategies . The research has stated that 
both reading and spelling invoive· interaction ·of thought and langu_age . 
Recent psycholinguistic research has moved away irDm a .�ri.ctly linguisLic 
interpretation of reading and has begun to emphasize the cognitive approach . 
An efficient reader or speller does not read or spell word-by-word 
' 
or .lett-er-by- letter.. · Thi-s "WOUld · seriousl-y-·mr.erlaad the .. workiug ..capacity 
' 
of the brain and short-term memory and cause other valuable information 
to be lost . If .this occurs , the result is a lack of comprehension . 
Efficient readers and spellers both rely on predictive strategies 
but they use different types. In the speller , redundancy in the language 
comes from phonemic , graphemic and orthographic cues . Poor spellers are 
unable to make maximum use of these cues. As spellers mature , .their 
knowledge of csemantics �rows along with them and meaning redundancies 
also become useful for spelling prediction . 
Comprehension depends upon prediction and ,cloze .tests have been 
..sh.own LO be valid measures of .compr.ehensi nn4 l'he use ·of ·prediction 
in reading translates· well to being ·tested by the 'Cloze foTmat . However , 
the research does· not ·offer much on the use of cloze testing in :the area 
of spelling . 
Research in spelling cloze as a test technique or instructional 
taol is limited. 'There are ·suggest-ions 'for ·  its use in .the classroom 
but not many studies follow up on this instruction. However , an 
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often cited objective of cloze . instruction is to help students refine 
the:ir .p.r.e.diction sK:ills . :Reading �J.oze :has .u.t:illzed this. ob;j.-ec:tiv.e to 
its advantage. It would seem that a cloze format could also be adapted 
to test predictive strategies in spelling. 
. Chap1:�r III 
Design of the Study 
Purpose 
Smi·th ( 1975)  -contends :that ·-reading :is .:impossibl:e "Without ;]lr.edi.t:ti:on. 
He cites four reasons for this statement . First ,  individual words have 
-tuo :many meanings . SkUled read�rs .are ab�e to quickly eliminate those 
'""Which 'do 1m1: '"fit the context . Second , pronunciation of words .is .not 
indicated by their spelling so the reader must use them syntactically 
-and semantically . Third , the brain is able to process a limited amount 
of visual information while reading and thus the readeT ·must· proviue 
much information (called prior knowledge) from the brain itself and can­
not rely on vision for all material . Fourth , the capacity of short-term 
memory is limited and the reader is able to retain more information by 
�bunking the input or by utilizing the inherent redundancy (both :i:nterword 
and ±ntraword ) of the language .  
Prediction is alsQ used by the speller but the reader and the writer 
,do ..not use the ·same .h.asi-5 ":for ·':their .:;p.red:i,c.tions ,:(Gould., .�97.6.; .. Mii!rino., 
�"919� .. :Both ·-use ·a knowledge of freque�cy and r-edundancy but tbe speTier 
uses the phonemic ,  graphemic and orthographic constraints of a word as 
well. as a knowledge of .let.ter frequencies., l:ett-er- p.at-t-e"t'ns tu\d·�'ld:ronmental 
constraints .  
According to .the research , good readers and _good spellers> demo.nstr.ate 
a knowledge and use of these predictive strategies . Poor readers and 
poor .spe:Ilers . do "'!lOt . Therefore , the •purpose" "�f 'this -:study·vas ·1:o ·see 
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if a significant relationship existed between the use of predictive 
.:s:ttat:egies in .read:Jng . ..and .p�ktive · Strategies in S.Pelii.ng using cloze 
tests . 
Questions 
1. Is there a 'signific.an.t: relat:i.onship between the use of .pr..edictive 
-6trategies on a reading cloze test and· the use of predictive strategies 
on a spelling cloze tes t ?  
2 .  Is there a si�±ficant relationship between a spelling score on 
a standardized :teat and ,a score on -a·  "'SP�ll ing .. c.loze·...tes1: '1 
3 .  Is there a significant relationship between a reading comprehension 
score on a standardized test and � score on a reading cloze test ? 
4. .Is there a significant .relationship b et.ween a score on a 
standardized spelling test- and a score on a spelling word selec tion test? 
5 .  Is there a s ignif icant relationship between a reading comprehension 
score on a standardized test and a spelling score on a standardized test ? 
6� Is there a significant Telationsq:iv between a �core un a �pelling 
cloze test and a score on a spelling word selection test? 
PreEaratory Instruments and Procedures 
Development or 'Test Instruments 
According to Bormuth (19 69b) and Rankin and Culhane (1969) cloze 
teste are -a valid measure of. -cemprehens:i:on. 'The '%eading ·cloz-e 'lllaterial · 
used to test reading comprehension .in this study was .  taken from a sixth 
grade r eading' text , Green Salad Seasons , .published by Ginn and Col)lpany , 
1982 . It is currently ·not in use in the school district used for the 
study . A Dale-Chall readability formula .,showed .t.he .  reading J.e¥el .. .o£ ,;the 
seh!cti:on - at 6 .1 . "In -keeping �-w3.th· 'the -nature ·or the ·study·'s ·de:s:f.-gn; the 
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examiner chose to use one reading selection at the 6 . 1  readability level 
for all the different groups tested . 
The reading passage followed standard cloze procedure . It was 
approximately 250 words in length with every fifth word deleted and with 
uniform blanks throughout (Cunningham & Cunningham, 1978) . The first and 
last sentences were left intact . It was also decided by the examiner , 
based on research by Ruddell (1964 ) , that synonyms would be accepted as 
correct answers when scoring the tests . The reading cloze used consisted 
of f ifty-two blanks . 
The spelling cloze was based on informal research which contends that 
a good speller uses predictive spelling strategies in the form of a 
knowledge of letter patterns , frequencies and environmental cons traints 
(Gould , 19 76 ; Marino , 1980) . Greathouse and Neal (19 7 6 )  have stated that 
the rationale for spelling cloze is the same as that used in reading cloze 
except that in spelling the predictive aspects of the context are found in 
spelling pattern relat ionship s .  A review of the research failed t o  show 
use of a spelling cloze test but did outline its application as an 
instructional technique. The examiner theorized that if it was . useful 
in instruction , it could also test predictive spelling strategies . 
Nonsense words were used in the construction of the spelling cloze.  
Letters were deleted in specific areas based on spelling rules and patterns 
(see Appendix B) . The nonsense word s were taken from Burmeister (1975) ,  
Durkin (1981) and Wilson and Hall (1984) (see Appendix A) . There was no 
special arrangement of nonsense words on the test . Most words contained 
one blank with a few words containing two blanks . All of the blanks were of 
uniform length . In some cases , more than one letter was a correct answer 
(e .g . ,  in the case of a b blend , both bl and br were acceptable) .  In 
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addition , because nonsense words were used and the subj ect  had no way of 
knowing which rule the examiner was testing, answers were also accepted 
if they made the nonsense word look like a real word (e . g . , there were not 
four vowels in a row) or made it pronounceable . The spelling cloze 
contained twenty-five items . 
Wallace, Klein and Schneider (1968) have stated that spelling is 
sometimes a rapid decision making process and the choice among alternatives 
is based on the cues: imbedded in the structure of the language . 
Accordingly, a spelling word selection was also used in the study to test 
the subj ects ' knowledge of language . In this test , groups of four pseudo-
' 
words were used . Three were non-words ( they made absolutely no sense and 
were simply letters placed together) and one was a nonsense word . Through 
the use of predictive spelling strategies, the subj ect should deduce that 
the correct answer was the nonsense word , which was taken from the word 
attack test sec tion in the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test , Form A. The 
pseudo-words in this test were presented in three columns with no special 
arrangement given to the groups . However , in this test there was only one 
right answer . The spelling word selection used twenty-five groups . 
The standardized spelling and reading comprehension tests used were 
from the S tanford Achievement Test,  which was administered in May, 1984 . 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted in a middle-clas s suburban elementary 
school in May, 1984 . This was a different school district than the one 
used in the f inal study . The purpose of the pilot study was to refine the 
three examiner-designed tests and to eliminate any problems in the 
administration of the tests on a group basis . 
avera;ge -sixth _grade reading class ·(n = 25) . 
completion of the tests . 
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Subj ects were an above 
No. time· .limit -was :set .f.or 
As a result of the pilot study and a computer analysis to determine 
kest validity , the following results were obtained : on all tests the 
-odd ·scores were· compared ·'With ' the even scores .and the Spearman Brown 
£ormula was applied to correct for test length. �est validity for the 
reading cloze was r = 0 . 91 ,  with three Lest items deleted . Test valid�ty 
·for the spelliq.g cloze was r -=. 0 .. 75 , w�th £ev..en J::e.st jtems_"Jiele.ted. .Test 
validity for the spelling word selection was r = 0 . 7 6 ,  with no test items 
deleted . 
Design of the Einal Btudy 
- Subj ects 
This study was conducted in a middle-class suburban elementary 
· school district in western New York state, and used a total of eighty-nine 
studen�; f ifty-£±ve regular sixth graders , fourteen gifted sixth graders 
and eleven gifted f'ifth graders who were in the same reading class,  and 
nine learning disabled students -who were not doing sixth grade work bnt 
-� -of 'sixth "'gl:'ade age . 'l'he �earning· disabled student-s and "t'he gift:ed 
class were determined �y the school district . Each :test (examiner-designed 
and standardized) was administered in a group setting and before testing 
began parental perm�ssion .was received via a form let.ter sent home with 
all subj ects at the �chool district ' s  request . 
T�st Instruments 
-,The "final .fonn . .of the xeading . .cloze test (see ··Appen�:i.x B) c-ens-ist:ed 
{)f a --reaaing -sel'eet±on ·approx±mateiy 230 -words in length, with every fifth 
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word deleted and a uniform blank substituted in its place. The first 
and last sentences were left  intact . The three words eliminated in the 
pilot study were left as blanks in the final test so the continuity of 
blanks would not be interrupted. They were eliminated when scoring took 
place . There were forty-nine blanks scored as answers .  
Eighteen nonsense words appeared in the final form of the spelling 
cloze test (see Appendix B) . Some of the words had one letter blank to 
be filled in and others had two . All blanks were of uniform length. 
There were no items deleted in the final form of the spelling word selection 
(see Appendix B) and it consisted of twenty-five groups of three non-words 
and one nonsense word. The subj ects were asked to circle the correct 
answer which was the nonsense word . 
The standardized reading comprehension test and spelling test were 
part of the Stanford Achievement Test,  which was administered in May 1984 
to all subj ects o The sixth grade Stanford was given to the regular sixth 
grade students and the gifted sixth grade students . The gifted fifth grade 
students took the fifth grade Stanford , except for two students who 
took the sixth grade level . The learning disabled students were given 
the fifth grade Stanford test . After discussions with advisors , however , 
it was determined by the examiner that the tests were similar enough so 
that the results of this study would not be affected . 
Procedure for the Reading Cloze Test 
This test was administered in early June 1984 to all of the subj ects 
at times that were convenient for each teacher . Each group was tested in 
its own classroom setting . Prior to testing the administrator made sure 
the subj ects were aware that the test would not affect their grades . 
However , they were told it was required and they were expected to do 
their best . 
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Directions were given orally and were also printed at the top of the 
test . Subjects were asked to fill in the blank with a word that made 
sense in the story . ·The examiner noted the time the group began the 
test and the subjects were asked to record the time they finished on their 
paper . The examiner stressed that there was no time limit but if for some 
reason completion was impossible the time finished was still to b e  noted 
on the test . The time factor was not critical to the study but the 
examiner was interested in knowing how long it took the various reading 
groups to complete the test and how many subj ects experienced frustration 
and were not able to finish . 
Procedure for the Spelling Cloze Test 
The two spelling tests were also administered in early June 1984 
but at a different sitting than the reading cloze . The exception was the 
gifted class which took all three tests in the same sitting .  Again, each 
group was tested in its own classroom setting at the convenience of the 
teacher . Both spelling tests were administered in the same sitting but 
not· at the same time. The same explanation about the tests not affecting 
their grades was given and �hey were again reminded to do their best . The 
examiner also noted the time each of these tests was . b egun for the same 
reason mentioned in the reading cloze section. 
The spelling cloze test was given first and the subj ec ts were given 
oral d irections . The same directions were also printed at the top of the 
test . Subj ects were asked to fill in the blank with the letter that made 
the word look and sound like a real word . There was no time limit and they 
were asked to write down the time they f inished . 
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Procedure for the Spelling Word Selection Test 
The spelling word selection test was administered next ,and the 
-di�ecxions ..weTe ..s.:ilnilar .to �me ;spel:l:i:ng moze _test. !!Th±s ::time Jmwever they 
were asked to circle the word that looked and sounded like a real word . 
There was no time limit and they were told to record their ·�ompletion time . 
Data Analysis 
Each best �as scored and the subjects ' number of right answers was 
recorded in a column next to his/her name and the appropriate test name . 
The time for each individual was recorded in a separate column for each 
otes:t:.. The s:t:anda-r<lized :test scor�s for· readi.-ng •-eompr.ehens.i'Un �cnd -spelling 
from the Stanford Achievement Test were placed in two other columns . 
As had been previously mentioned , synonyms were .accepted £Dr the 
reading cloze tes t .  Blanks not filled in were recorded as wrong answers . 
In the spelling cloze test,  answers were also accepted that did not 
follow the spelling rules and patterns used to design the tes t .  This was 
because nonsense words were used . The subj ects had no way of  knowing wh�ch 
·rule or pattern was being tested ·and :they vere told to :fill in tlle .blanks 
with letters that made the nonsense word look and sound like a real word . 
In many cases more than the correct .. answer would .achiev,e. .t:his .and .credit 
vas .given if tlle. subj.ec.t' s . ..answer .,pz:oduced a .nonsense word ·that ,�ODked 
right and could b.e -pronounced . Blanks that were not filled ·in were counted 
as wrong answers . 
The spelling word selection test used non-words and nonsense words. 
The nonsense words were the only correct answers and there was only one 
in each ·group ·-of ,f;OUr pseudo-words.  ·:The .subject was either ·tight or wrong 
in this test .  Any group without a word circled was considered incorrect 
'B.D.d -marked as .such-
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Sunnnary 
The -purpose of this study was ..t;:o d.e.termine .whether ::there .:�as .a 
si.gnif.icant -relationship ·between ·the use of predictive strategies in 
reading and spelling . This was tested by means of examiner-designed cloze 
procedures and a language-based ·test and standardiz�d -s�ores· 'from ·the 
Stanford Achievement Test in ·Teading �omprehension and .sp�g • 
.The x.eading ..cloze .. test was constructed us ing standard cloze procedur-e . 
The spelling cloze test also relied on the cloze procedure but used blanks 
for letters instead nf whole words .  This change was necessary because 
·�adi,g":and :s:peli±ng :use· ·different predictive .-strategies � Reading -r�:!.i-es 
on syntactic and semantic clues . Spelling relies on phonemic , graphemic 
and orthographic. c�ues .  The spelling .word selection test was based -on the 
�Lemise that. a choice among altennat.ives ·±s based on- the cues imbedded in 
the language . 
The reading cloze test consisted of forty-nine items . The spelling 
cloze test contained eighteen items . The spelling word selection test had 
· .twenty-five items . All three of these tests were administered to a .total 
of eighty-nine students . Fifty-five were regular sixth graders , fourteen 
were gif ted sixth graders and eleven were gifted fifth graders who were 
±n the .same .r�ing' "cl.ass, and ,nine w.er.e learning .aisabled Jtt.udents ,who 
were not doing ·sixth �ade work �ut :were of sixth grade �ge .  
The reading comprehension and spelling tests from the S tanford 
-Achievement Test were also adminis ter-ed to tile 1:1ub-j�ct:s.. �o ·nf ;the "g3."ft1ad 
f if th graders took the sixth grade S tanford and all of the learning 
disab led 'Stud-entrs "took the fi·f.th g-rade ·stanford. iiowever, it vas 
determined that this would not affect the results a£ the s tudy .  
The examiner-designed tests were scored and the number of right 
cmswers were recorded .along with the .t.ime it ..took .each subject �:t.o. take 
the test s .  'Standardized scores for reading- comprehension ·and "Spe"lling 
from the Stanford Achievement Test were also recorded . 
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Analysis of Data 
Purpose 
The purpose .D£ this '-study 'Was :t:o de-termine xhe :r-elationship between 
predictive strategies used in reading and predictive strategies used in 
_spelling and to see if both could be measured using cloze tests .  A 
-secondary purpose was to see if -:there. was a -relati-onship --between -a spelling 
score on a standardized test and a score on a spelling cloze test; .a 
relat ionship between a reading comprehension score on a standardized test 
-and a sco.re on a readin-g :.cloze. tes t ;  .a relationship . between: a ;standardized 
spe�ling test score and a score on a spelling word selection test;  a 
relationship between a standardized reading comprehension test score and a 
standardized spelling test score ; and a relationship between a spelling 
;cloze . ..test score -and .a spelling :wo1:'.d .selec�ion -::t.est: score .· Subjec-ts .used 
·were regular -sixth ·grade students , -gi"fted f:i:fth and sixt:b grade ..stuClents 
who were in ·the same �eading class,  and learning disabled studentS "'Who 
:uere ·-of sixth grade ·age .but not rlo-±ng :sixth .grade work. All snbj.ects '1:ook 
the fifth or sixth grad� level uf the Stanf�ra Achievement Test and the 
same reading and spelling cloze tests and spelling word selection test . 
"Data Analysis 
To dete�ine if any significant relationship was present between the 
.test .scores -a -corl:"-elati.oR··�ff!i.-cient <Or i?-Va�tte wa'S ·...:let-ermtned· for each 
of the six questions us ing the Pearson Product-Moment method . Raw scores 
..were .used .fr.om hot:h t:he -examiner-.des.i,gned .t-.e.sJ:s and .the ...s.tandardized .t:est:s 
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(see Appendix C ) . In all tests the raw score reflects the number of 
right answers. The r-values for .the relatiDnships .under ·in¥eS.ti.gatiDn 
·are shown separately from t·he test ·scores {see 'Table 1) . 
Table 1 
Correlation Coefficients Among the Variables 
Relationship 
Reading Cloze/Spellinz Cloze 
Standardized �pellirrg/S�ell�ng Cloze 
5tandardized Reading Comprehension/Reading Cloz€ 
Standardized Spelling/Spelling Word Selection 
. Standar.dized :Reading Comprehtmsion/�andarrlized Spe1.1ing 
Spelling Cl�ze/Spelling Word �election 
critical value for r = 0 . 2087 
n = 89 
df = 87 
*significant correlations 
r-value 
0 . 560* 
0 . 454* 
0 . 67.4* 
0 . 342* 
0 .-661* 
0 . 500* 
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In this study the Pearson Product-Moment c�rrelation -coefficient was 
used . .to calculate the .r-value. Degrees .of freedom (df)  were 87 and the 
critical »�lue of .r .was 0 . 2087- lhe .null hypothesis was �ejected if �he 
r-value was greater than the critical value . 
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The first question asked if there was a significant relationship 
he.tween predictive straregies used on ·a readi�g cloze test · and a spelling 
cloze test. The data revealed an r-value of 0 . 560 . The null hypothesis 
was that there is no significant linear relationship between reading cloze 
predictive strategies and spelling c1oze predictive _strategies. .Because 
the �1-ue is weater than the critical ·val-ue ·the null ·hypothesis -was 
rej ected and there is a significant linear relationship between the two 
variables . Figure 1 d�picts this graphically . 
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Spelling Cloze Test 
�i"gUre 1 .  Relati:unship between predictive -strategies .used ...in reading 
and •tpr�tlictive .strategies :nsed d.n ·spelJ:ing .us:in-g cloze "tests 
Question two investigated the possibility of a significant 
relationship netween a standardized -spellin.g test s.co.re and :a spelling 
cloze test score. The null hypothesis stated that there was no 
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significant linear relationship between a spelling score on a standardized 
spelling test and a spell ing cloze test score . The r-value dete.rm,i.ned was 
0 . 454 . Because the --r-value -is ·greater ""':han ·the -criti.cal value· the -null 
hypothesis was rejected and there is a significant correlation between 
the two variables. See Figure 2 for a pictorial view. 
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Spelling Cloze Test 
Figur.e 2� ..Relationship between standardized spelling test .score ..and 
. .spelling .cloze test score 
4 4  
Is there a significant relationship between a score on a standardized 
reading comprehension test and a score -on a reading cloze test? The 
r-value for this question, which is number three, is 0 . 67 4 . The null 
hypothesis was that there is no significant linear relationship between 
a standardized reading comprehension test score and a score on a reading 
cloz:e .test- Because the r-value is· ·greater t:han .the .critj:cal value , the 
null hypothesis was rej ected and a significant correlation is shown to 
exist between the two variables. Figure 3 shows this in the form of a 
graph. 
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Figure 3 .  .B:el:ationship between stan-dardi-zed -,:eadi.ng. comprehens'i'OU ·t-est 
score �nd xeading ·cl�e xest. £core 
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The fourth question asked if there was a significant relationship 
.beble.en .a .spelling ..sca.re on . .a standardizerl test and .a sCDre .on ·a spelling 
word - selection test . The r-value was found to be 0 . 342 . The null 
hypothesis stated that. there was no significant linear relationship 
between a spelling score �n a -standardized test and a spelling word 
·'selection test: score . .Because the ·-r-vaiue is ·greater than -the :criti:cal 
value the null hypothesis was rej ected. There is a significant correlation 
between the two variables. The graph representing this is Figure 4 .  
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.Figure 4. "Relatiunsh:ip between stand:'arrli%ed :s:ptil:ing .t-est .scm;e .and 
spelling word selection test score 
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The r-value for question number five, which asked if there was a 
�iznificant relationship between a ecore on a stanrlardized r�ading 
comprehension test and a score on a standardized spelling test , was 0 . 661 . 
The null hypothesis stated that there was no significant linear relationship 
between a reading score on a standardized reading comprehension xest and 
.a acare on a .standar<lu-ed spelling test . >Because the r-va1ue i-s g�eater 
than the critical value, the null hypothesis was rej ected and a significant 
correlation between the two variables was found . Figure 5 details this 
r-value graphically . 
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Standardized Spelling Test 
Figure 5.. RelationShip between standardize-d -reading compr-ehension test 
-.score and .standardized spelli<ng ::tesi: score 
The final question, number. six, sought to determine if there was 
a significant relationship between a score on a spelling cloze test and 
a score on a spelling word selection test. The data showed an r-value 
of 0 . 500 . The null hypothesis stated that there was no significant 
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linear relationship between a score on a spelling cloze test and a score 
on a spelling word selection test . The r-value is greater than the 
critical value and the null hypothesis was rej ected . There is a significant 
linear relationship between the two variables . The graph in Figure 6 
presents the data • 
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Figure 6 .  Relationship between spelling cloz e test score and a spelling 
word selection test score 
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· Informal Analysis of Additional Data 
�e -subjects had no ti�e. limit for completing Lhe neading and 
spell·ing cloze tests and the speJ:l'ing "Word selection test. The �xami-ner 
kept track of the time each test was begun .and all subj ects were asked to 
·record the ti�e they "fin'ished on their papers""regardless of whether they 
.,completed the entire test .or .s.topped .. early because of .frustration .. 
Reading class lists were obtained so the- students could be divided 
into reading groups for the regular sixth grade . The learning disabled 
and gifted classes were already considered reading groups by the school. 
The times ·and ·scores •'for -ea:ch class and .-each ·-:t:est :;wer,e 'a,dded .and divided 
by the number of subj ects in each readin� group (e. g. , low , medium, high 
regular sixth grade, gifted fifth , gifted sixth , learning disabled) to 
determine an average time and score . 
The informal analysis using averages (see Table 2)  revealed that 
better readers took more time and got more answers right in the reading 
cloze. Poorer readers took less time and did not do as well . The 
exception was the learning disabled tlass which took as much time as the 
gifted class but still scored the lowest . An analysis of individual poor 
.reader ::test· pape:t:s .showed .that .far :some .it was frustration (tnal\Y of their 
blanks ..were not .filled in ·a.t· ..the ...end of .t:he test) , for others it .was 
simply a case ·of tilling in any word in a rush to finish , and still others 
showed a general lack of comprehension t hroughout the entire selection 
because they failed to use syntactic and £emant�c cues . 
The spelling cloze and spelling word selection average times were very 
similar for all groups but average ·scores were higher for -good ·readers. 
This seems to indicate that good readers .are also good spellers and that 
·they are able .tt> .use -their predict:ive i5p1U"1:1ng <Strategies -.to il:eUrmi-ue 
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letter patterns and letter frequency . Poor readers , although they often 
completed both tests in the same amount of time as the good readers , 
seemed to display a lack of awareness for patterns and frequency. An 
individual analysis of poor readers ' papers showed they often put a vowel 
where a consonant was called for or vice versa in the spelling cloze . In 
the spelling word selection test they circled many of the non�ords (these 
were simply clusters of letters together that made no spelling sense) .  
Table  2 
Average Scores and Times for Reading Gloze ,  Spelling Word 
Selection and Spelling Gloze 
High Reading Group 
(Regular Sixth Grade) 
Medium Reading Group 
(Regular Sixth Grade) 
Low Reading Group 
(Regular Sixth Grade) 
Gifted (Fifth Grade) 
Gifted (Sixth Grade) 
Learning Disabled 
T = Time (in minutes) 
S = Scores (# right) 
Reading 
Gloze 
T-18 
S-28 
T-15 
S-23 
T-11 
S-18 
T-25 
S-30 
T-2 2  
S-34 
T-25 
S-14 
Spelling Word 
Selection 
T-4 
S-19 
T-4 
S-17 
T-3 
S-14 
T-4 
S-21 
T-4 
S-20 
T-3 
S-16 
Spelling 
Gloze 
T-3 
S-12 
T-3 
S-11 
T-2 
S-11 
T-4 
S-15 
T-5 
S-15 
T-6 
S-10 
'SO 
Sunmiary 
The -subjects used for tllis 'Study "Were "regular -sixth .grade students , 
gift�d fifth and sixth grade students who were in the same reading class ,  
and ,learning disabled students who were o f  sixth grade age but not doing 
sixth grade work. All subj ects took the f1fth or sixth grade level of 
.the S tanrord Achievement Test and the. -same reading ::and.:spelling Ll.o.ze .tests 
and spelling word selection t�st . 
The r-values were as follows : the relationship between predictive 
strategies used in reading and spelling using cloze tests.: 0. 560 ;  the 
�relationship between a standardized 'Spell-ing SCOTe··and a ·spelling cloze 
score : 0 . 454 ; the relationship between a standarized reading comprehension 
score and a reading cloze score : 0.-674 ; ·the relationship between a 
-standardized -spelling test score and a spelling word selection test scor e :  
0 . 34 2 ;  the relationship b etween a standardized reading comprehension test 
score and a standardized spelling test score : 0 . 661 and the relationship 
between a S.Pel;I.ing cloze score and a spe..l].j,n,g. wor.d selection .score : 0 . 500 .  
All the .r-values were signiJ1icant . .and since .. bhe critical .. value <Was ·04·2087 ,  
which was less than the r-values , the null hypotheses were rej ected. 
In an informal analysis using . .avexage times �nd scor£S for the 
reading groups (low, medium'7 high r-egula-r "Sixth ·-grade, gift-ed fifth , 
gifted sixth, learning disabled ) , it appeared that good readers utilized 
their predictive s trate_gies in reading and spelling .better t:.ban ..poor 
readers . It �eemed .that taking -more time with the reading cloze produced 
better results (with the except ion of the learning disabled class) , while 
taking the same amount of time -witn the spelling cloze and speJ.ling word 
selection test by all groups showed that good readers appeared to be 
bet.t.er <Spellers ·than poor readers .. 
.:Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implications 
Conclusions 
.The .data from -th:i.s �tudy 'Shows ·a si-grr.i:ficant li-near ·relationship 
between : 1 .  predictive strategies used in reading and predictive 
strategies used in spelling using cloze tests.; 2 .  a standardized spelling 
test score and a spelling �loz€ test score ; 3 .  a standardized reading 
comprehension test score and a reading cioze t:est score ; 4 .  a standardized 
spelling test score and a spelling word selection test scor� ;  5 • .  a
standardized reading ·comprehension test score and a standardized spelling 
test score , and 6 .  a spelling cioze test score and a spelling word selection 
test score . 
The significant correlation found in question one , between predictive 
strategies used i� reading and sp�lling using cloze tests , is interesting 
to note.  The examiner has been unable to find any previous studies that 
have used a spelling cloze or that have correlated spelling cloze with 
reading -eloze:. •However� :t:he lTary.:i:ng �.r.e.s.p,anses by readillg ,gr.oups :in ':this 
study , .as noted by tbe informal analysis of ·time and s�ures , supports th� 
conclusions formed by Tumarkin (1981) who noted that above average , 
average , ·and -bel-ow· -average 'I'eaders- •shGWed .diffe-rent r-eading s.trategies 
reflecting their abilities on a written cloze test . 
Que:s.tions .two, -four .  and six concerned relationships in .spelling 
prediction and showed a signif icant correlation between a standardized 
spelling ..t.e.st .score and· :a spelling cl'Oz.e· test s:core; -'between a standar-dized 
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spelling test score and a spelling word selection test score and between 
a spelH.ng cloz€ t-est score and a -spelling .word se1.ection test score. In 
all of these tests the subjects were required to use some form of 
predictive spelling strategy . The results supported the informal study 
by .Gould. (1976) which found that 70
. 
percent of ,the subj ects used agreed 
on the ''Spelling of a nonsense word . Their agreement·-.was ·based .Dn their 
prior knowledge of a word that resembled the nonsense word used in Gould ' s  
study . 
The significant correlation £ound in questions two , four and six also 
supported Wallach (1:963) who said that good spellers recogni-ze reasonable 
approximations to English more readily than poor spellers , and Marino ' s  
(1980) informal study results which showed that good spellers use prediction 
strategies (reflected in their use of frequency and redundancy rules) . 
An analysis of  individual spelling cloze tests showed that good 
spellers (identified as those subj ects with a high score on the spelling 
cloze ·t-est) i-nd-icated ..a stron� awareness  of J..e.t.t.e.r .pat-terns , .le.t.ter 
frequencies and envirunmental ·�onstrai� vhen �h�s ing a l�tt-er to fill 
in a blank . 
In .addition ,. the significant -''Currelat:i'On ··in question :four , .>between 
a standardized spellin_g test score and a spelling .word selection 'test 
score , lends credence to Wallace , Klein and Schneider (1968) who reported 
that spelling "DlaY not ·be just the retrieval of sto-red unit.s . It . may also 
be , in part , a rapid decision making process with choice among alternatives 
built into the language structure . Their conclusions showed that good 
spellers performed significantly better than poor spellers on the 
choice-discrimina.tion pr.oh.lems using nonsense words . 
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Research in readi.ng cloze and standardized reading tests has .shown 
a correlation between these two items (G�llant , 1965 ; Schneye! , 1965) . 
The significant relationship in question three , between a standardized 
reading comprehension test score and a reading cioze test score , 
substantiates those findings . In addition , Bormuth (1969a) has stated 
that cloze test scores correlate well with standardized comprehension tests . 
Frith (1980) concludes there is a positive correlation between 
reading and spelling performance although standardized tests were not 
cited as the means used to measure this correlation . Question five in 
this study shows a significant correlation between a standardized reading 
comprehension test and a standardized spelling test , and this appears to 
substantiate Frith ' s  conclusions . 
The informal analysis of time and examiner-designed test scores in 
this study supported Tumarkin ' s  (1981) findings and showed that good readers 
scored higher in the reading cloze test than poor readers , thus reflecting 
their superior predictive strategies . This validates Smith ' s  (1975) 
contention that prediction is crucial to reading . In addition , the 
informal analysis in this study showed that on the average , good spellers 
scored higher in the spelling word selection and spelling cloze tests 
than poor spellers . This agrees with Gould ' s  (1976)  statement that 
prediction is also necessary for efficient spelling . 
According to the informal analysis , on the average , poor readers 
(the learning disabled class) took as long to complete the reading 
cioze ; ·asc- good readers , yet they did not score as high . This supports 
Mendak ' s  (1983) statement that while prediction is logical to skilled 
readers , poor readers are not likely to use it since prediction is often 
wrong. Mendak stated that poor readers are unwilling to take risks . 
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In .this .study , .poor zeader ' s reading c-loze tests were of::ten "incomplete . 
·This indicated �hey were easily f�ustrated ·and were unw!lling to taKe a 
guess when completing blanks , even though the examiner encouraged them 
to do so . Instead of trying they simply stopped and· recor.de.d .their .time. 
These results also support Begy and ·Samuels (1974). ,  cited in Samuels 
et al . (1974) , who said that better readers .were more willing to alter 
an incorrect identification of a target word • 
. Jorm (1983) states that poor readers who are poor spellers seem to 
-have a .-problem :wi:th �.sound-r.to...-p:d.nt �.ersi"'U. .::A study .by :Massar-o -and 
Taylor (1980) revealed that poor sixth grade readers did not utilize 
orthographic st:ructure .to t:he same degree as very good sixth grade readers 
.(orthographic structure refers to Lha consxraints desc�bing how letters 
are sequenced in writing) . This s tudy ' s  informal analysis of time and 
examiner-designed test scores appears to confirm the above statements 
since a breakdown of subj ects into reading groups showed that poor readers 
also appeared to be poor spellers , aceording to test scores , and good 
readers were good -spellers .- An individual analysis of each good reader 
t:o see if he were a �ood speller , or each poor reader to see if he were 
a poor �p.eller., was .not .undertaken in .this study. 
Testing Observations 
.The .subj.ec.t.s w.ere willing to .be .test-ed £or this stui:ly , but .all gr.oups 
experienced a problem with the cloze format . The examiner was told that 
they had not had much practice -with. it: s:Lnce it ·.Was .not used .on .a daily 
basis . The gifted class showed a great amount of interest in the examiner­
designed >tests -While the :learning .disabl-ed ·subj-ec:ts ap.p.ear-ed ..(:� be the -most 
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uncomfortable . The regular sixth graders did not show great enthusiasm 
,nor .did .+hey exhibit total .disinter-est .  
Implications for Further Research 
The area of predictive strategies used �n reading and spelling needs 
to . .b.e .expl.ore:d further because of the significant - c.orrelation that 
,appears to be present between ,them. �eading and spelling are related to 
language acquisition and a further understanding of both through research 
ean help educators understand their relationship to each other and to the 
cognitive process of readip.g. 
Further research 'Should he .undertaken using the spelliqg cloze 
technique as a tes t .  The choice o f  nonsense words used in the test i s  
logical because they eliminate the possibility of "the subject-s t having 
seen or spelled any of the test words .  According to Jorm (1983) nonsense 
words must generally be spelled by sound-to-print conversion rules and 
this provides a test of a student ' s  ability to spell using this mechanism. 
However , nonsense words .. might als.o be spell,ed by :analpgy and this combines 
not only sound-to-print rules but also the use of the subj ec t ' s mental 
lexicon. 
-Future "6pelling .-<Cl:oz..e :t:e-st-s :"Ct)ulti --stt±va �o ·"be"'1ll0Te "Bpetif:k -and ::uBe 
nonsens.e .words which only use one of the above methods�ther £ound-to-print 
rules or mental lexicon . 
Because o£ the 'Significant correlatinn ·netween Teading c�oze .and 
spelling cloze that appears in this study, further research. needs to be 
conducted in ihis .area . 
Imp�ications for Classroom Practice 
...T.eacher.s. ,shou1.d urge their students -to use predictive strategies 
in reading and spelling . Although Smith (1978)  describes prediction as 
something students are born with and not taught, they need to be 
encouraged to use it . 
J?r.edict:Lon in reading can �e -.encouraged in yomt,g ·ehil·clren ·by -using 
predictable books . These books show the prediction cycle because they 
have repetitive language patterns or repeated cumulative s�ory events 
(Tompkins & Webeler , 1983) . 
:Slachowicz (1983) encourages teac�rs to use modeling . The teacher 
should participate with the pupil in the materia�, posing questions which 
are prototypes of higher .level .. thinking . The reader can then move through 
the text and the teacher can provide examples for later self-questioning . 
Text that has a missing word or letter is a good format for guessing 
(Mendak, 1983) . Teachers should use sequencing activ ities  and cause and 
.effect -exer.c.ises . .These .;ean J:>e . ..adj.u.s.1:ed :.t·o �i.v.e .the -student an opportunity 
to predic't plausible ·outcomes "Of a -sequence of actions "in a story or 
hypothesize about. probab le causes of certain events .  
Mendak ,report s  one -way to do ·:this is ::to .have students :x.ea,d por.d:ons 
of stories and ·make predictions .about story develo.Pment based on p.er.sonal 
knowledge as well as : information in the story . The student can also be 
given a �tory which stops at a critical ·point �nd then predict a plausible 
enaing . 
Predictive strategies in spelling can be encouraged by classwide 
participation in exercises which ·require the speller to fill in strategically 
placed blanks in words �  to list words which .ha.:v.e .alt.erna.te spellings .of a 
·g±v.en -sound or to name the nert l-etter in a sequence ·-(Marino , 1980') • 
5 7  
The spelling cloze procedure has o ften been used as an instructional 
1:echnique·...and .i,t is e spec ia1.ly useful in aiding spelling prediction 
(-Gould , 1976 )  • By leaving ·a letter , "Or- a -series of lett-ers blank in a 
word , the student is encouraged to use prediction to f ill in the blanks . 
Reading vo cabulary lists can also b e  helpful in spelling if the 
teacher uses .them to point out ward ..parts which are unpredictab le .in 
spell ing (Gould , 1976) . 
Reviews in content area r eading may also be used to build skill in 
orthographic prediction by using the spell-o-gram (mixing up the letter s  
�:.an ·.sa:ch .:word .and having "the ·student try t-o f igure out the 'WOrd) {Gou'ld , 
1976) . 
Summary 
The data f rom this study showed a signif icant linear relationship 
between : 1 .  predictive strategies used in reading and pred ict ive 
strategies used in spelling using cloze test s ;  2 .  a standardized spelling 
test score ana a spelling cloze test s core ; 3 .  a ·standaTdized reading 
comprehension test score and a r eading cloze test score ;  4 .  a standardized 
spelling test score and a spelling word selec tion test scor e ;  5 .  a 
standardized .reading .,c:ompr.ehension test s core .and ,a, s tandardized ,spelling 
t-est.-score , -and :-6 .. -a . speH::f:ng c:to'2e test -scure and -a .spelling 'WOrd selection 
test score . These signif icant correlations supported the research b y  
show�g that pred ic tiY,.e ..s.trategies .in r.eadiJ:lg and :spelling .aTe ....used .by 
good readers and good speller s .  The analysis o f  informal data by time 
and examiner-des igned test score s ,  indicated tha.t poor reaq�s ·�er,e also 
poor spellers and were apparently not ab le to utilize predic tive strategies 
in either .area. 
Further research should be conducted in predictive strategies ,  in 
the .use nf ;the .spelling cloze technique .as a t-es t ,  and .the use o f  a 
reading cloze test and a spelling cloze test together . 
58  
Teachers should urge students to  use predictive strategies when 
reading and spelling and provide guidelines for .them. Of special use to 
;sl"nd-en:ts .are predictable books., "modeling by .teachers., use "Of "reading -and 
spelling cloze instructional materials and reading and spelling games that 
promote guessing . 
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Nonsense Word Sources 
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..Burmei&t"er., -L . E .  ,(1973) . Words-: "'From 'print �tu -meani-ng.. (p .  CSS ) . 
Philippines : Addison�Wesley Publishing . 
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Appendix B 
Test Instruments 
READING CLOZE TEST 
"Name -l'.e,acher 
71 
-------------------
Directions : Fill in the blank with a word that makes sense in the story . 
. In the b lue haze sixty feet away he saw the hammerhead . It was 
coming straight towards the harpooned ·fish , it came from 
-------
------
the -wateT on the o:ther uf the ·reef. "The shark 
------- ------- -------
closed the distance , and its dorsal fin straight up in 
------- ------
the 
-------
Fear gripped the boy ... the �hark came in be measured 
-------
-------
its 1.ength ----- his eye , and ·the ---- around his heart bit ___ _ 
little deeper . It was uf nine feet long , 
----
----
alone wh1'Ch was so What chilled him was 
i.t was not its 
---- ----� ------
impression of dormant power indestructibility that the sleek 
----
body conveyed as he its pitiless �nd unhurried 
----- ---- ----
If pnly I had knife ,  he thought , but the back of 
----- ----
his he knew that even knife would be of use 
-----
----
----
against such a Their skins were unbelievably and thick , 
----
-----
�nd he seen a smaller shark this one with an 
buried 
struck 
-----
------ -------
deep in its 
' 
thrashing and snapping as bit and 
and the planking of a boat . 
He remembered the he had been hauling • and which 
he had .. about .when he .first .the shark. He knew 
-was not 111ucb ,  ·but wou1.d be better than pair of �pty 
----
----
hands� minute he �tar�ed hau�ing the line the shark 
------
-----
toward the fish on end of the harpoon . 
------- -------
------
lazy 
rhythm of its tail did nat .change , he knew without a 
-------
----
that it .was moving 
----- -----
.He wondererl . fear'fu1.ly how · fast it 
could move in the water . 
TIME FINISHED : 
SPELLING CLOZE TEST 
"Name Teacher 
72 
-------------------
Directions : Fill in the blank with the letter that is needed to make the 
word look and sound like a real word . 
1 .  b aitas 
24 p1.€e_k 
3 .  skit_ing 
4 .  strie t 
5.. s uicess 
6 .  quie_g 
7 .  kn t 
- -
8 .  n X 
9 .  sc iat 
10 . s roftan 
11 . br art 
12 . hani"tt 
13 . hefut ier 
14 . strind e 
15 . -thad 
161 flunc es 
17 . cr d x 
- -
18 . d r 
TIME FINISHED :
---------
73 
SPELLING WORD SELECTION TEST 
Name Teacher 
1Jirecti"'ns-: Circle the WOTd ·that looks and sounds the most lik-e a 
real word could . 
1 .  eekotn 10.  candifp 19 . dinlan 
balrmot sdtpel nrfyd 
rsad twib witll 
.bafmotbem accievd bhop 
2 .  grzlat 11 . tash 2 0 .  -fcomp 
quib gcsatm thwaos 
bdroam ztroq eldop 
fsable pdeat .bplop 
3 .  sding 12. aaime 21 . kawrls 
dreecm 'Oabdt zl-envl 
weet: rej une imbaf 
wrtew loshvnm qren 
4 .  netg 13 . v1eej 22 . hrem 
zevvz 1aip jomlm 
biftel wmo1 -yz:ewcle 
isopmn htoom plon 
5 .  1undy 14 . fubwit 2 3 .  osvtlip 
cdr at gblom tob 
mtorg plsiaf moootv 
thdarm chsud avqpe 
6 .  ngigz 15 . pwling 244 knap 
etbom gkoat gzaim 
otblze ucdpie tldim 
fooom cigbet rogdfy 
7�  goimmt 16 . awlne .25. lxseen 
per. tome -.conration gzfraw 
rooglle nfreeg shenning 
stbriam frzwap iakwdir 
8 .  goigb 17 . pifozvd 
.letzv .ut 
tqoud nwtoag 
expram in1bog 
9 .  gercm 18. ·tqoge 
-efrfect -rrsiel 
no1hod logs1bve 
eebteq stabe 
'TIME "FFNISHED : 
Nonsense Word 
2 .  plee_k 
3 .  skit_ing 
4 .  strie t 
5 .  s uicess 
6 .  quie_g 
7 .  kn t 
9 .  sc .iat 
10.  s roftan 
11.  br art 
12 . hanitt 
13 . hefu.t ier 
14 . strind e 
1.5 . thad 
16 . flunc es 
17 . cr d x 
rs.. d r 
74  
SPELLING CLOZE TEST 
Spelling Patterns /Rules Expected Answer 
consonant blend r , l  
consonant digraph c ,n (1) 
doubl� �dial. consonant e 
ec:msonant blend s 
consonant blend sp , st , sk , sl , sh , sq 
consonant digraph n 
one vowel per syllable a , e , i , o ,u (y) 
consonant blend r 
consonant blend h , t , c , p  
vowel digraph o , e  
consonant digraph s , t , c  
double medial consonant t 
schwa sound 1 
silent e e 
consonant �igraph h , k  
one vowel per syllable a , e, i , o , u {y) 
one vow.el per syllable a.,-e� i.;o,u (y) 
Appendix C 
Raw Test Scores 
7 6  
Raw Test Scores 
Student Reading Spelling Spelling Standardized Standardj_zed 
.Number Cloze Selection Cloze Spelling Reading 
101 40 17 12 42 54 
102 18 21 13 45 51 
103 '32 18 10 46 50 
104 43 24 16 50 5� 
105 25 25 17 . 50 56 
106 2 6  11 14 45 36 
107 20 � 8 31 47  
108 19 19 10 46 48 
109 22 23 12 49  60 
110 27 23 13 43 47 
111 31 21 10 47 41 
112 35 22 12 49 57 
113 28 21 15 49 49 
114 23 14 9 49  51 
115 28 17  12 47 51  
116 37 25 16 49 56 
.ll7 27 19 9 47 54 
11.8 n 21 13 45 52 
119 22 12 8 48 30 
120 -26 20 10 4D 5 9  
201 23 14 12 21 56 
202 14 2 3  14 47  45 
203 25 22 10 46 49 
204 23 17 11 .,42 51 
77 
Raw Test Scores 
Student Reading Spelling Sl?elling Standardized Standardized 
Number Cloze Select-ion !:laze Spelling 'Reading 
205 16 19 8 40 40 
206 27 19 8 22  51  
.207 25 15 10 39 45 
208 27 22 10 48 49 
209 17 11 7 37 48 
210 24 20  15 46 36 
211 30 13 11 17 5,6 
212 28 20 1.0 44 41 
213 22 11 9 48 45 
214 lO 12 11 41 42 
215 26 11 12 42 48 
216 24 10 11 44 45 
217 23 20 11 14 18 
218 32 19 12 45 57  
219 24 2 4  13  49 47 
220 24 18 1.0 38 37 
221 2 3  1.6 l3 42 4 9  
301 18 18 '8 27 31 
302 31 13 10 15 26 
303 18 8 12 36 . .27 
304 10 9 8 6 26 
305 20 13 10 27 39  
306 14 24 15 30 36 
307 24 l3 12 32 39 
308 12 17 9 22 31 
78 
Raw Test Scores 
St.udent Reading Spelling ..Spelling Standardized Standardized 
Number Cloze Selection Clo.ze Spell-ing Reading 
309 16 10 11 31 38 
310 22 12 8 35 44 
311 1 9  1 3  1 0  4 7  40 
312 .13 18 "9 4i> . .22 
313 21 21 13 39 32 
314 13 11 12 32 29 
40� 34 25 ..lh .5U 56 
402 32 13 15 48 53 
403 39 25 15 49 49  
404 .29 12 16 49 57 
405 36 24 15 49 60 
406 42 25 16 47 56 
407 40 24 17 46 58 
408 27  16 ·1s 46 56 
409 31 25 15 49 60 
410 30 9 16 45 51 
411 2 7  15 9 47 5 7  
4�2 34 23 14 .50 54 
413 37 25 16 49 53 
414 34 22 12 42 48 
501 2 7  2 1  14 46 54 
502 33 24 16 47 57 
503 32 24 14 42 48 
504 4 3  25 17 -49 .55 
505 29 9 10 45 "57 
79 
Raw Test Sc6res 
·student Readin,g Spelling $pel ling .S tandar!ii:-!led Standardized 
Numb-er Cl-oze Selection Cloze �pel ling �Rearling 
506 27 16 10 36 so 
·so7 1{) 10 13 45 -47 
508 30 25 18 49 53 
509 34 25 15 48 57  
510 27 23 16 39 31 
511 30 2 5  18  50 55 
�01. 5 1:6 -3 11 .19 
602 18 20 8 21  20 
603 18 19 10 11 10 
604 30 18 11 32 .31 
605 2 7  19  14  37 27 
606 1 17 10 9 17 
607 11 13 11 26 26  
608 13 19 13 7 25 
609 6 6 11 20 19 
